
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
11 February 2011 
 
 
 
 
Freedom of Information Act 2000 – RFI20110058 
 
Thank you for your request under the Freedom of Information Act (‘the Act’) of 14th January 
2011. I set out the answers to your questions below: 
 
1) Please can you tell me if the Salford Media City Site will have a Film Archive/Records Centre/Library or 
something similar?  
 
The BBC will operate a tapeless environment at the Salford site, so BBC Information and Archives 
have no plans for a physical archive or library based in Salford. Archive services will be provided 
either as an on-site digital service or from existing physical stores based in London. The BBC runs 
a centralised records centre service utilising third party storage facilities, so there will not be a 
requirement for a Records Centre 
 
2) How large is it anticipated that the Archive/Records Centre/Library will be?  
3) When is it likely that the Archive/Records Centre/Library will be operational at Media City?  
4) How many people are or will be employed in this area?  
5) Can you provide a breakdown of the different types of staff employed in this area? 
6) Can you provide numbers and job titles? 
7) What types of information will be contained within the archive/records centre/library? 
8) What format(s) is the information stored on? (i.e VHS, DVD, SD Memory Cards etc) 
 
As there will be no BBC archive or library on the site, these questions are not applicable. 
 
 
9) Does an Archive/Records Centre/Library already exist at your Manchester Oxford Road site?  
10) Will the Manchester Oxford Road site be closed at some point? 



 

 

11) Is it likely to transfer across to Media City?  
 
There is an archive centre at the Oxford Road site. This will be closed as the archive centre will 
not transfer or operate in the same manner on the Salford site. 
 
12) With the BBC being a Public Organisation will the information they keep be available for members of 
the public to loan out or purchase copies of?  
13) What procedures should a member of public take to enquire and obtain information from the BBC as 
detailed above?  
 
The BBC provides public access services for A/V and audio material via the BFI and British Library. 
Purchase of material is via BBC Worldwide - details on the help section of this site 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/archive/index.shtml You can also see further information about accessing 
copies of BBC content here: http://www.bbc.co.uk/help/about/reuse.shtml  
 
   
Appeal Rights 
 
If you are not satisfied that we have complied with the Act in responding to your request, you 
have the right to an internal review by a BBC senior manager or legal adviser. Please contact us at 
the address above, explaining what you would like us to review and including your reference 
number. If you are not satisfied with the internal review, you can appeal to the Information 
Commissioner. The contact details are: Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, 
Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF, telephone 01625 545 700 or see 
http://www.ico.gov.uk/  
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Peter Salmon 
Director, BBC North 
 
 




